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Abstract 

In this paper, we present a practical identification approach of video fragment for 

digital video files. Before analyzing the video content, we must decode it based on its 

encoding format first. In order to effectively identify the format of a fragment, a format 

classification is performed before the format identification. The methods of format 

classification and identification are discriminative subspace clustering (DiSC) and the K-

nearest neighbor (KNN).Because of losing the meta-information, we add a maximum 

similar header (MSH) to the front of the fragment to recover the video content. We adopt 

a simple key frame detection method using standard deviation and mean value. Motion 

vectors of macro blocks are utilized to classify the video features for effectively 

identifying the video. Several edges of frames are accumulated and compose a video 

feature. The experimental results show the evaluations of the video format classification 

and identification, fragment recovery, and content identification. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid growth of multimedia transmission and evolution of network 

technology, video distribution has become much more popular and easier than ever. In the 

meantime, a lot of problems about video distribution have been building up for recently. 

For instance, invasion of privacy of personal video, copyright infringement of movie or 

computer forensic of video evidence. It is not an issue when the video files are intact. 

However, in reality, most video files are stored or distributed in the form of fragments. 

For instance, the movie files are split into several fragments to be distributed through the 

Bittorrent network, or some video files may be inadvertently or deliberately damaged, 

only a small fragment remains. The purpose of the proposed approach is to identify those 

fragments and find out the original videos for the fragments. 

Many researchers have presented numerous methods of video identification as in [1-5]. 

However, those methods are performed under a hypothesis that the video content is 

extracted intactly. In practical terms, most arbitrarily split fragments are hard to be 

decomposed to get the inside content. Because all the video files are highly compressed 

and encoded, we have to decompress and decode them based on their compression and 

encoding methods first. 

There are many types of compression and encoding methods, namely formats. In order 

to accurately recognize the format of a fragment, we classify the format features of 

numerous video samples in advance. Researchers have presented several methods of 

format classification based on statistical features, such as Shannon entropy, byte 

frequency distribution, N-gram, and Hamming weight as in [6-18]. It is difficult to 

achieve high precision of format classification only using statistical features, because all 

the video files involve high entropy coding. In this paper, we use a combination of 

statistical and structural features as the format feature as described in [19]. In [19], it was 
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used as audio format feature, however in this paper, we apply it to the video approach. 

The format classifier uses a kind of subspace clustering method, called discriminative 

subspace clustering as described in [20].The well-known K-nearest neighbor is employed 

in the procedure of format identification. 

A video fragment indicates that it is randomly split from a video file. Because of losing 

the important meta-information, most fragments fail to be extracted the inside content. 

Therefore, we utilize a method of fragment recovery to recover the video content as in 

[19]. We collect numerous file headers from video samples and form a group of headers 

in advance. In the procedure of fragment recovery, the maximum similar header (MSH) is 

selected based on the identified format for recovering the fragment. 

Because of the high capacity of video frames, it is inefficient to identify the entire 

frames of a video file. Hence, identifying a few of frames and key frame is a more 

desirable solution. Several types of video feature can be extracted from video data, such 

as color layout, edge, motion vector and binary pattern [1-5]. Two features are used in this 

paper: accumulated Canny edges [21-25] and motion vectors [26, 27]. The accumulated 

edges represent combination of temporal information and frame feature. We define the 

accumulated edges as major feature and the motion vectors as minor feature. We use 

minor features to classify the major features in advance for effective identification later. 

Figure 1 shows the overall system view of the proposed approach. Before identifying a 

fragment, we set up a format feature database, video feature database and header database 

once for all. Once we receive a fragment, the procedure of format identification will be 

activated. Then the fragment will be recovered using the MSH. After decoding the 

fragment, the video content will be identified using motion vectors and accumulated 

edges. 

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of the Proposed System 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the 

method of format feature extraction and introduce the format classification and 

identification. In Section III, we give an overview of fragment recovery. In Section IV, 
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the algorithms of video classification and identification are presented. The evaluation 

results of format classification and identification, fragment recovery, and video 

identification are shown in Section V. Finally, in Section VI, we draw the main 

conclusions of this study. 

 

2. Video Format Classification and Identification 
 

2.1. Format Feature Extraction 

The pattern recognition can be divided into two major categories: statistical and 

structural approaches. A statistical approach uses quantitative features, however, a 

structural approach uses morphological features [28]. Recently, most of researches in 

format feature extraction are statistical approaches, such as Shannon entropy, byte 

frequency distribution, and N-gram [6-18]. Because of all the video formats involve high 

compression method and entropy coding, those features are not suitable for distinguishing 

the formats of video fragments. Therefore, we employ a synchronization (SP) pattern 

which is a combination of structural and statistical features. 

A video file consists of a large number of video frames. They are also called as blocks, 

packets or chunks in other formats. There is a special sync word in front of each frame. 

Each format of video has its own unique pattern for the sync word. In [12-13], researchers 

classified the formats with the quantity and existence of sync words. However, any non-

video files can contain data with same value of the sync word. To solve this problem, we 

utilize the size information which can specify the length between two sync words, so that 

we can locate the next sync word. With the size information, the available sync words can 

be extracted. Then they compose a feature vector and are further processed by linear 

interpolation and quantization to obtain final format feature vector: 

 

𝑥 = (𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝐷)                          (1) 

 

Where the 𝐷 indicates the dimension of a feature vector.  

 

2.2. Format Classification Using DiSC 

The subspace clustering algorithms integrate clustering and feature evaluation to find 

clusters in different subspaces. They localize their search for the relevant dimensions and 

try to uncover the clusters which exist in multiple and possibly overlapping subspaces 

[20,29,30]. The DiSC mainly consists of four procedures: random processing, merging, 

quadratic classification, and weighted ensemble clustering. 

We extract 𝑁 format feature vectors 𝑥 from 𝑁 video samples. They compose a 

original data matrix 𝑋. To simplify the clustering problem, dimensionality reduction is 

applied in the first step. The 𝑋 is projected into a lower dimensional ambient space with 

random projection matrix 𝑅 as follows: 

�̃� = 𝑅𝑋                               (2) 

A method of randomized local sampling is used for selecting subsets of data from 

union of subspaces to prevent over fitting and increase the robustness against noise and 

ensemble diversity. The number of random local clusters is defined as 𝑄 and each cluster 

consists of 𝑃  points. We set 𝑄 = 0.1𝑁  and 𝑃 = 𝑑 + 3 , where 𝑑  indicates the 

dimensionality of a subspace. Initially, 𝑄 random points are selected to form a random 

local clusters. Then composing the clusters around those points and their nearest 

neighbors. 

Following the random processing, to provide more representative to the classifier, we 

merge the 𝑄 local clusters to 𝐾 clusters. Since we need the distance between two 

clusters, mutual projection distance is used to measure the distance between the two 

cluster 𝐶𝑞 and 𝐶𝑠 as follows: 
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E(𝑞, 𝑠) =
1

2
√𝛿(𝑥𝑞 , 𝐿𝑠) +

1

2
√𝛿(𝑥𝑠, 𝐿𝑞)                   (3 

Where the 𝛿(𝑥𝑞 , 𝐿𝑠) indicates the mean squared orthogonal distances to the subspace 

𝐿𝑠. The clusters can overlap each other, however, before passing them to the classifier, the 

duplicate samples are removed. The distance is passed through the Radial Basis Function 

(RBF) kernel as follows: 

A(𝑞, 𝑠) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
E(𝑞,𝑠)

𝛼
)                      (4) 

Where the 𝛼 indicates the kernel width. The spectral clustering described in [31] is 

used for the merging. Then a set of points with consistent labels is obtained from each 

subspace, which will be used for the quadratic classifier. The quadratic classifier is a 

minimum Euclidean distance classifier for data modeled with projections onto the 

subspaces. 

After the procedure of quadratic classification, we obtain the set of clusters which 

exhibit some diversity but also are highly correlated. Thus, those intermediate results need 

to be improved. In this case, the ensemble clustering is a desirable solution. For this 

purpose, the hybrid bipartite graph formulation (HBGF) described in [32] is applied for 

final clustering. The HBGF combines both the clustering information of ensembles and 

the pairwise information of points as the vertices of a bipartite graph. An ensemble of 𝑀 

clusterings with 𝐾 classes is defined as {𝑌𝑚}𝑚=1
𝑀 . A connectivity matrix 𝑍 is created. It 

has 𝑀 ∙ 𝐾 columns corresponding to the clusters and 𝑁 rows corresponding to the 

points. Each row of 𝑍 is defined as follows: 

𝑍(𝑗, 𝐵𝑚) = 1(𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑚),     𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑁]                     (5) 

 

𝐵𝑚 = 𝑍(: ,1 + 𝐾(𝑚 − 1): 𝐾𝑚)                      (6) 

Where 1(𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑚) is a binary representation function. If point 𝑗 has labe 𝑖 in 𝑌𝑚, the 

function takes the value 1, otherwise 0. The bipartite graph is enhanced with the 

information of subspace quality in a form of edge weights as follows: 

𝑤𝑚 = exp (− ∑ √𝛿(𝑥𝑖 , 𝐿𝑖)/𝛼𝐾
𝑖1 )                     (7) 

 

Where the 𝑥𝑖 indicates the points in 𝑌𝑚 with class label 𝑖. The 𝐿𝑖  indicates the 

subspace. The 𝑤𝑚 is applied to normalized row of 𝑍 as follows: 

�̂�(: , 𝐵𝑚) = 𝑤𝑚
𝑍(:,𝐵𝑚)

∑ 𝑍(:,𝐵𝑚)
                         (8) 

The final classified format feature vectors are obtained by applying the spectral 

clustering to the matrix 𝐴𝑍 = (�̂��̂�𝑇)
𝛽

, where the parameter 𝛽 is automatically selected 

to minimize the cluster distortion. 

 

2.2. Format Identification Using KNN 

In the procedure of format identification, the well-known KNN algorithms are used to 

identify the format of a fragment. The KNN algorithm measures the distance between a 

point and a set of points. We define the format feature vector of a fragment as a new point 

in 𝐷 dimensional space and the classified format feature vectors as a set of trained points. 

We specify a positive integer 𝑘 and select 𝑘 points which are closest to the new point. 

The most common classification of those points is assigned to the new point. Figure 2 

shows an example with 𝐷 = 2. 
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Figure 2. Format Identification Using KNN 

3. Video Fragment Recovery 

A video fragment is randomly split from a video file, which means it loses many video 

data, especially the important meta-information. Because of losing the meta-information, 

many video fragments failed to be decoded. To increase the accuracy of recovering the 

inside content, we add a MSH to the front of the fragment. 

Many types of video file headers are collected to form a header group which has many 

parameters of various properties, such as frame rate, frame height, frame width, bit rate, 

etc. Each kind of parameter has several different values. The number of headers of the 

𝑘th format is defined as 𝐻𝑘. The number of parameters in a header of the 𝑘th format is 

defined as 𝐷𝑘 . We define the set of values which may appear in a parameter as 

𝑉𝑘,𝑑 = {𝑣1
𝑘,𝑑 , 𝑣2

𝑘,𝑑 , … , 𝑣
𝐽𝑘,𝑑
𝑘,𝑑

} , (𝑑 ∈ [1, 𝐷𝑘]), where the 𝐽 indicates the number of values 

may appear in a parameter. We define the number of headers with value of 𝑣𝑗
𝑘,𝑑 , (𝑗 ∈

[1, 𝐽𝑘,𝑑]) in the 𝑑th parameter as 𝒩𝑗
𝑘,𝑑

. The probability of a value occurrence in 𝑉𝑘,𝑑 

is equal to 𝒩𝑗
𝑘,𝑑/𝐻𝑘 and is defined as 𝒫𝑗

𝑘,𝑑
. We find out a value 𝑣𝑗

𝑘,𝑑
 which has the 

maximum probability𝒫𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘,𝑑

. The headers which have that value are moved to the front of 

the header group. In other words, the headers are rearranged according to the descending 

order of the probability of value occurrence. According to the identified format of 

fragment, we search the corresponding headers in the group and the one which can make 

the fragment decodable first is the MSH. 

 

4. Video Classification and Identification 

Because of a large number of frames in a video file, the key frames are used for 

extracting the video features in general. Key frame detection is a preliminary step for 

most video applications about indexing, classification and identification. In [33], 

researchers employed histogram difference, mean and standard deviation to determine the 

key frame. In this approach, we use a simple and fast shot boundary detection method to 

extract key frames using the standard deviation and mean value. Several types of video 

features can be extracted from video data, such as color layout, edge, motion vector and 

binary pattern. In this paper, there are two types of video features: the accumulated Canny 

edges and motion vectors. The accumulated edges can represent combination of temporal 

information and frame features. The motion vectors can represent an object movement in 

consecutive frames. We define the accumulated edges as major features and the motion 

vectors as minor features. The minor features are used to classify the major features in 

advance for effective identification later. 
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First, each 𝑀 × 𝑁 color frame is converted to a grayscale frame defined as 𝐺𝐹. Then 

we begin to detect key frames. The mean value and standard deviation of the each 𝐺𝐹 

are calculated. If the differences of them between the 𝑖th and the 𝑖 + 1th frame are 

greater than predefined threshold values, the 𝑖 + 1th frame is defined as a key frame as 

follows: 

𝜇𝑖 =
1

𝑀×𝑁
∑ ∑ 𝐺𝐹𝑚𝑛

𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑀
𝑚=1                       (9) 

𝜎𝑖 = (
1

𝑀×𝑁−1
∑ ∑ (𝐺𝐹𝑚𝑛 − 𝜇𝑖)2𝑁

𝑛=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 )

1

2
                (10) 

key frame = {
ture, |𝜇𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖+1| > 𝜏𝜇 , |𝜎𝑖 − 𝜎𝑖+1| > 𝜏𝜎

false, otherwise
          (11) 

If we find a key frame, the grayscale frame is resized to 128 × 128. Generally, the 

adjoining frames are used for motion estimation by analyzing the objects movements. The 

purpose of motion estimation in video compression standard is to compress video data, 

whereas in our approach, it is to represent unique feature information of video data. Most 

motion vectors between two adjoining frames contain minimal information, such as a 

scene of conversation in a movie, no object is moving except mouth. If the two frames are 

far from each other, they can be different scenes or contain different objects. Therefore, 

we use the 𝑖th key frame and the frame before the 𝑖 + 1th key frame to extract motion 

vectors.  

 

 

Figure 3. Adaptive Rood Pattern 

The adaptive rood pattern search (ARPS) algorithm is used for searching the motion 

vectors in this approach as shown in Figure 3. The ARPS algorithm inspired by the fact 

that the general motions of objects are usually coherent. The motion vector of the current 

macro block is similar to those of macro blocks around it. The ARPS has a symmetrical 

rood shape. The size of the pattern implies the distance between the center point and 

vertex point. Because of most movements of camera are in vertical and horizontal 

directions, there are more motion vector distribution in these directions than that in other 

directions. Generally, we match a macro block with another based on the result of a cost 

function. The cost function is mean absolute difference which is the most popular and less 

computationally expensive method. We define a macro block size as 32 × 32, thus there 

are 16 macro blocks in a resized frame. Each motion vector of a macro block is defined as 

a node to construct a classification tree with 16 levels. 
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The Canny edge detector detects a wide range of edges using a multi-stage algorithm in 

an image. It locates sharp intensity changes and finds object boundaries. The Canny edge 

detection algorithm applies Gaussian filter to smooth the image to remove the noises, 

finds intensity gradients of the image and uses a double threshold to determine edges. It 

produces high accuracy in edge detection and shows good performance. Therefore we 

accumulate the Canny edges to obtain feature data. First, we extract the Canny edges from 

resized grayscale frames. The edges are represented in binary. We accumulate the edges 

of the nth key frame to those of the next γ frames to obtain 𝐴𝐸. Then we calculate two 

threshold values from the normalized 𝐴𝐸 using Otsu’s method. The Otsu’s method 

minimizes the intra-class variance. It turns out to be the same as maximizing the inter-

class variance. It is an effective threshold algorithm. We define the threshold values as 

quantization levels and quantize the normalized 𝐴𝐸 to obtain 𝑄𝐸. The 𝑄𝐸 consists of 

three values as shown in Figure 5. Figure 4 shows the original key frame. Finally, the 𝑄𝐸 

is classified based on the motion vectors of 16 macro blocks and sent to the corresponding 

nodes. 

 

 

Figure 4. Original Key Frame 

 

 

Figure 5. The Accumulated Edge after Normalization and Quantization 

5. Performance Evaluation 

The evaluation of the proposed approach consists of three kinds of experiments. One 

was to evaluate the format classification and identification error rates. Another was to 

evaluate the probability of video fragment recovery. The last one was to evaluate the 
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precision of the video fragment identification. There were no file headers or footers in the 

test fragments. All the fragments were randomly split from the movie files such as action 

movie, drama and cartoon. 

In the experiment of format classification, we evaluated three types of video formats: 

AVI, MP4 and RMVB. The samples used for classifying were randomly selected from 

150 video files and 50 non-video files such as EXE, PDF and ZIP without header or 

footer. The samples used for identifying were randomly selected from other 100 video 

files and 30 non-video files. Figure 6 shows the normal probability density function of 

classification error rate of format classification. It illustrates the normal distribution with 

mean error rate of 0.25 and standard deviation of 0.19. Figure 7 shows the precisions of 

the format identification results. It can be seen from the figure that the precisions stay 

above 80% when the fragment size is greater than 256KB. If the fragment size is less than 

256KB, the precision of RMVB is drop below 80%. 

 

Figure 6. Normal Probability Density Function of Classification Error Rate 

 

Figure 7. Precisions of the Format Identification 

 

(a) Probability of Fragment Recovery with One Fragment 
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(b) Probability of Fragment Recovery with Two Fragments 

 

 

(c) Probability of Fragment Recovery with Three Fragments 

Figure 8. Probabilities of Fragment Recovery 

Figure 8 shows the average probabilities of fragment recovery of AVI and RMVB with 

different fragment sizes after conducting dozens of experiments. The test samples are 

composed of 52 AVI and RMVB movie files. Figure 8 (a) and (b) illustrate the recovery 

probabilities of AVI maintain between 70% and 80% with one or two fragments, and that 

of RMVB maintain between 75% and 85%. Figure 8 (c) illustrates the recovery 

probabilities of the both formats maintain at around 85% with three fragments. 

The precision of video identification is shown in Figure 9 with different fragment sizes. 

We evaluated 15 video files with the total duration of 20 hours in this experiment. The 

precisions of 4MB and 5MB fragments drop below 70 %, since there are usually no key 

frames in these fragments, such as the fragments of drama files. The precision of 8MB 

fragment is greater than 90%, showing good performance. 
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Figure 9. Precision of Video Identification 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a practical system of video fragment identification. This 

system is composed of video format classification and identification, video fragment 

recovery and video classification and identification. The format feature is a 

synchronization pattern which combines the both statistical and structural features. The 

format classification algorithm is a kind of subspace clustering called DiSC. We use well-

known KNN algorithm to identify the format of a fragment. In the procedure of fragment 

recovery, since the fragment loses many video data, especially the important meta-

information, the MSH is added to the front of the fragment. The key frame is detected 

using the differences of the mean values and standard deviations. We extract two types of 

video content features from the frames, they are motion vectors and accumulated edges. 

The ARPS algorithm is used for searching the motion vectors from the 𝑖th key frame and 

the frame before the 𝑖 + 1th key frame. The accumulated edges are normalized and 

quantized, then they are classified with motion vectors. The experimental results show the 

error rate of format classification, precision of format identification, probability of 

fragment recovery, and precision of video identification. The precision of format 

identification remains above 80% with the size of 256 KB, and that of video identification 

remains above 90% with the size of 8MB. 
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